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In Depth Fill

Miller - Long mtg w/ Free
Scarred to death of FLN
ve partition activities
Nelson asked for job or eves
Free- Reed copy of Roll's prospects
- Roll that overdid card aspect
  so expecting call fr/Go Cliff
- Safe book + impressed.
- Roll anxious to handle project &
  will do anything to get job.
Miller - Book Hopes + Fears - content better written - Cantwell would
brother H.
G -> Roll - avail to talk 6/26
130 -> pt call w/ Miller +
G.

Miller - 6/29
0 Condense P 1 - Drop of w/Dem
- Follow ex of bk
2) Not "Nixon" but as "P"
8) summary "Repeat Gaunt"
G signs - E, H, C, Moore, Safire

6/29 - Miller + G -> Roll - covered pts, but
Roll can get Free's ideas fr Proposal + G
Roll will use Arch Cavendish
Crosby